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Just as someone from Hong Kong would be overwhelmed by a
sense of déjà vu upon visiting Tokyo or Seoul, a person from
Tokyo travelling to Hong Kong or Seoul would be struck with
the same feeling. Before setting foot in a place, we are forced
to associate with all sorts of images about that place. At the
end of a labyrinth of copies of copies, we finally arrive, tired
and exhausted, at the actual city, but it is no longer a heart-
pounding adventure, but a simulation of an adventure – a
“hyperreal” experience, to borrow Umberto Eco’s term. As long
as we are in the midst of the structure of déjà vu, we can no
longer visit “real” unknown places anywhere on this earth.1

Written at the beginning of the twenty-first century, Japanese critic and
film historian Yomota Inuhiko’s observation about the interchangeabil-
ity of the East Asian metropolises of Tokyo, Seoul, and Hong Kong
through a shared consumption of “nostalgia/familiarity” rings true.2

Earlier versions of the research framing this chapter were presented at the
“Asia and Australia in the Twenty-First Century: Globalisation, Culture, Identity”
Symposium hosted by the Institute of Advanced Studies at the University of
Western Australia in May 2007, and at the “Japanese Transnational Fandoms and
Female Consumers” Conference at the University of Wollongong, Australia, in
July 2008.
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What is debatable is whether such an observation would have had equal
resonance two or three decades ago, when the cityscapes of Hong Kong,
Seoul, Taipei, Singapore, and Tokyo in the 1960s and 1970s would
have been more distinct from one another. However, over the inter-
vening decades, interconnected socio-economic, cultural, and political
factors—ranging from the emergence of urban middle classes across
most East and many Southeast Asian societies, to the emergence of
civil societies in previously authoritarian societies such as South Korea
and Taiwan—have facilitated the emergence of the kind of commonal-
ity across urban East Asia that Yomota makes reference to in the above
comment.

This chapter is situated against the backdrop of the body of work
that has emerged since the late 1990s focusing on this increasingly
visible border-crossing collective identity through much of middle-class
East, and possibly Southeast, Asia. This is an identity that is often
most visibly articulated through spaces of popular culture—what Chua
Beng Huat labeled a discursive East Asian popular culture that lends
itself as a clearly delineated framework for theorization and analysis.3

Discourses centering around imaginings and articulations of “common-
ness” across the region are not new—the writings of early-twentieth
century Asian public figures such as Indian Nobel Laureate poet and
nationalist icon Rabindranath Tagore or the Japanese art critic and intel-
lectual Okakura Tenshin, on the one hand, or, the discourse of common
“Asian-ness” at the heart of Japan’s “Greater East Asian Co-Prosperity
Sphere” imperialist project of the 1940s, on the other, are evidence
of such earlier reflections, from quite varied ideological standpoints,
about a collective “Asian” identity.4 However, as flagged in the works of
various writers in recent years, in contrast to the more political and/or
philosophical slant of some of the earlier articulations of “common-
ness,” the discourse which emerged from the 1990s was (and continues
to be) situated within the socio-cultural and economic conditions of
postcolonial, post-Cold War globalizing late-capitalist modernity in
East Asia.5 Significantly, as these writers stress, it has been region-
ally interlinked conditions of (in particular, urban) modernity, rather
than culturally deterministic explanations about shared “Confucian” (or
more broadly, “Asian”) values, that have underpinned articulations of
this border-crossing identity.

As mentioned, this emergent post-1990s border-crossing common-
ness comes across most prominently in spaces and practices of
popular culture—music, fashion, design, public spaces, and visual
culture. Axiomatic to its articulations has been the consumption
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of a commodified urban modernity—indeed, “hyper”-modernity—
symbolized through discourses of youth (male and female), beauty,
romance, and significantly, nostalgia. Furthermore, these articulations
have been strongly influenced by flows out of, and between, regional
nodes of “cultural cool,” or, in Eric Ma’s words “satellites of [urban]
modernity.”6 Importantly, these flows are not unidirectional, and are
uneven in terms of economic, political, and discursive power.7 Arguably,
Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, and to an extent, Hong Kong have been the
most noticeable of these nodes of “cultural cool,” in terms of influence
on the expressions of this border-crossing popular culture. Japan, in par-
ticular, has played an especially significant role in shaping the contours
of this popular culture. As the first of the East Asian societies to attain
the status of an affluent, industrialized, late-capitalist economy, Japan
became both an economic and a (popular) cultural blueprint across the
region by the 1980s.8 Moreover, while close to two decades of economic
stagnation since the early 1990s may have resulted in Japan losing its
appeal as a regional economic role model, its influence in terms of pop-
ular culture (specifically its reputation as a center of “cultural cool”
both regionally, and increasingly, globally) has continued. This is an
influence that has been direct, but also, increasingly, one that may be
redirected and siphoned through intertextual and intercultural trans-
ferences and flows in the region.9 Consequently, popular culture texts
associated with, for instance, Taiwan or South Korea may in fact have
had their origin in Japanese popular culture (often in a different textual
genre). The best example of this is the various transferences that have
occurred, over more than a decade, of the 1990s Japanese shōjo manga
(girls’ comic) series Boys over Flowers (Hana yori dango). Through much of
East and Southeast Asia, the text is associated more with the Taiwanese
TV drama adaptation Meteor Garden (Liuxing huayuan), or, more recently,
with the South Korean TV series Boys over Flowers (Kkotboda namja),
rather than with the original Japanese manga. Other recent examples
of this process include Initial D (Tou wen zi D), the 2005 Hong Kong
movie featuring Taiwanese celebrity Jay Chou (Chapter 9), or the 2008
South Korean film Antique Bakery, both adapted from Japanese manga
and anime originals (Seiyō kottō yōgashiten; Sayangkoldong yangkwajajeom
Aentikeu).

This chapter, using the framework suggested by Chua Beng Huat,
looks at how the dynamics and complexities (and contradictions) in the
shaping of this discourse of a Japan-inflected regional popular culture
are played out in one specific popular culture text—the joint Japan–
Taiwan–China film, About Love, which was released in 2005.10 Compared
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with the relatively amicable situation at the end of the 2000s, during the
middle years of the decade official political relations between Japan and
China, and Taiwan and the mainland, were at an especially low point.
Foregrounding this was, on the one hand, growing pro-secessionist
sentiment in Taiwan, and, on the other, heightened tensions between
China and Japan as a result of territorial disputes and Chinese anger
over the continued watering down of Japan’s past history of aggression
on the mainland in Japanese school textbooks. In this sense, it may be
argued that About Love came out at a significant juncture in the history
of East Asian dialogues with modernity.

The film consists of three interlinked “filmlets” set respectively in
Tokyo, Taipei, and Shanghai, and directed by individual film-makers
from each of these locations. The stories within the “filmlets” revolve
around the lives of a set of visually stylish young people moving
between each of these locations and dealing with issues of separation,
love/longing/romance, belonging, and nostalgia. Significantly, through-
out the narrative “Japan” (specifically, “Tokyo”), through stylistic and
thematic markers, is packaged and presented as a regional space of urban
(hyper-)modernity, of “cultural cool” and, especially, romance. This dis-
course of romance and nostalgia/longing, as suggested by the title of
the film, acts as an important discursive (indeed, ideological) binding
thread through the text. This chapter engages with the ways in which
this discourse of romance, as articulated specifically in the film, consti-
tutes an important framing element of this emergent popular culture.
The Japanese freelance writer Shimamura Mari referred to the diffu-
sion of this discourse of romance as a “romantic virus” which started to
sweep across East Asia about the same time as the SARS virus outbreak
in many parts of the region.11 Shimamura, as well as several other writ-
ers, has highlighted both the centrality of the discourse of romance, and
also importantly, the agency of female consumers (and more, broadly,
feminine desire and fantasy) in the shapings and articulations of this
popular culture.12 The argument here is that this feminized/romance-
inflected reading of regional dynamics may provide a counter-reading
to (masculinized) official and semi-official discourses of national iden-
tity and inter-state relations in East Asia. This comes out, for instance, in
the 2001 joint Japanese–Korean television drama series Friends focused
around a growing romantic relationship between a Korean man and a
Japanese woman who meet in the third space of Hong Kong, or more
recently, in the 2008 Taiwanese feature film Cape Number 7 (Hai jiao qi
hao) exploring romantic attachments between Taiwanese and Japanese
at two very different historical junctures in the relationship between
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the two states.13 Both texts, through their infusion of discourses of
(particularly cross-cultural) romance, allow for a diffusion (or at least
a circumvention) of the sometimes difficult and emotional issues that
often shape the political and media interactions between the various
states and societies in the region. It is in this context that the film About
Love is discussed in this chapter. I start by expanding further on the
framework of the discursive East Asian popular culture suggested by
Chua, and engaged with by numerous scholars in recent years, before
going on to situate the film within this framework.

A discursive emergent East Asian popular culture:
tracing the delineations

As Koichi Iwabuchi points out, until not very long ago, analyses of
the dynamics associated with globalization were heavily slanted toward
what he terms a “West-Rest paradigm.”14 However, as Iwabuchi high-
lights, the reality is one where intra-regional and even domestic flows
of culture, capital, technology, ideas, images, and people—the inter-
faces constituting the “scapes” conceptualized by Arjun Appadurai in
the mid-1990s—may be of equal significance.15 Moreover, as with the
dynamics of globalization at the macro/global level, these intra-regional
and local flows may be just as fraught with contradictions and power
inequalities. In the context of East (and to an extent, Southeast) Asia,
these intra-regional flows have been the focus of both academic and
non-academic discussion since the 1990s. While much of the initial
discussion focused on economic, technical, and capital flows, such as
investment or technology transfers, the importance of cultural flows,
particularly popular cultural flows, has been increasingly addressed in
a growing body of literature since the late 1990s/early 2000s. This
increased focus on regional flows of popular culture was situated within
the context of the growing visibility in East/Southeast Asia of Japanese
popular culture through the 1990s, and subsequently popular culture
flows out of Hong Kong, Taiwan, and especially South Korea.16

As highlighted above, each of these locations came to represent pro-
gressively interlinked “satellites of [urban] modernity,” flows between
which formed the crucible for the kind of interchangeable urban
modernity Yomota alludes to above. Moreover, within the context of
this common urban modernity mediated through popular culture prac-
tices and products, Japan, as attested to in a range of studies, played a
particularly significant role.17 Iwabuchi, addressing the regional circula-
tion of Japanese TV drama, makes the point that while cultural flows
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in the region “are multilateral, the circulation of Japanese popular cul-
ture has become particularly prevalent.” This led to a situation whereby
Japanese popular culture products and practices were no longer con-
sidered “something spectacular or anomalous” but, rather, their pres-
ence had become “mundane in the urban landscape of East/Southeast
Asia.”18 One of the reasons offered for the seemingly seamless trans-
ference of popular culture products and practices from Japan and
other regional “satellites of urban modernity,” frequently by individuals
engaged in the consumption and embodied practice of these popular
culture products, is, as writers such as Iwabuchi and Lisa Yuk Ming
Leung have noted, the notion of “cultural proximity” or “cultural cova-
lence.”19 However, as Iwabuchi, Leung, and others point out, while
cultural similarities between Japan (or for that matter, Korea, Taiwan,
Hong Kong, and other regional “satellites of modernity”) and societies
in East, and possibly Southeast, Asia may well play some part, fac-
tors such as historical experiences of modernization, as well as specific
socio-cultural and economic conditions through which “late modern
temporality” are experienced by (particularly) younger consumers in
urban East/Southeast Asia, are far more significant.20

Also underlying the permeation of Japanese popular culture has been
the supposed “cultural odorless-ness” of those texts and practices (for
instance, anime or fashion) which find easy acceptance in the region.
At the same time, particularly in recent years, these very same “culturally
odorless” products have been “re-odorized” as Japanese, due to the extra
cultural capital associated with discourses of “Japan as hyper-modern”
or “Japan as funky” in circulation, both in the region, and, increasingly,
globally. This simultaneously culturally odorless/culturally re-odorized
Japan-inflected popular culture as part of a border-crossing urban
modernity is visible at the street level across the region, from Seoul
to Singapore, and also increasingly, globally, through what Christine
Yano refers to as Japan’s “Pink Globalization.”21 It is played out in
a variety of popular culture texts (songs, television dramas, manga,
anime, etc.) and styles and practices (Japanese-influenced fashions and
hairstyles, layout of glossy magazines, the design of retail outlets and
public space, storylines and visual packaging of TV dramas, discourses
of male and female beauty, etc.).22 Moreover, in the context of a col-
lective East/Southeast Asian urban modernity, the juxtaposition of the
dynamics of cultural odorlessness side-by-side with processes of cultural
re-odorizing allows for manifold translations and transfigurations, lead-
ing to situations where the Japanese influence may well be invisible
to some consumers of the particular text or practice, but consciously
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apparent to others. An example would be the Korean popular culture
boom sweeping large parts of East/Southeast Asia (including Japan) in
recent years. At one level, it may appear, from the popularity of Korean
TV dramas or through the appeal of idols and performers such as the
musician Rain or boy bands like DBSG/TVXQ/Tōhōshinki, that South
Korea has replaced Japan as the ultimate in Asian hyper-cool.23 How-
ever, as writers such as Chua and Lee Dong-Hoo point out, underlying
the emergence of Korean popular culture has been the (sometimes very
deliberate) incorporation of elements of Japanese popular culture, which
are then repackaged and disseminated through the region and marked as
products of a “Korean-inflected” border-crossing modernity.24 A similar
case could also be made for products of Taiwanese popular culture such
as the successful series Meteor Garden, based on the Japanese girls’ manga
Hana yori dango, but which came to be strongly associated through the
region with Taiwan.25 Such processes of translation and transfiguration
bring into question assumptions about authenticity and origin in the
shapings of popular culture in the region, and the framings of urban
modernity.26

The dynamics and complexities at play in this emergent shared urban
modernity were best theorized by Chua Beng Huat in the discursive
construction “East Asian popular culture.” It is largely the framework
originally suggested in Chua’s paper, and further elaborated on in some
of his subsequent work, which is deployed as the basis for the analy-
sis in this chapter.27 In his discussion, Chua drew attention to the fact
that in contrast to the now largely discredited 1990s notion of a com-
mon Confucian socio-cultural heritage linking the East Asia plus one
(Singapore) “dragon economies,” what does provide more of a com-
mon framework is an “empirically highly visible cultural traffic” which
since the 1980s has “criss-crossed the borders of the East Asian countries
and constituted part of the culture of consumption that defines a very
large part of everyday life of the population throughout the region.”28

Moreover, integral to this “highly visible cultural traffic” are very delib-
erate decisions and strategies of production and distribution on the
part of cultural industry stakeholders, which, as discussed below, may
exert just as significant an influence in the shaping of a common urban
modernity as consumer affinity or cultural proximity.

In conceptualizing this East Asian popular culture as an analytical
category, Chua underscores the need to address the ways in which a
common East Asian identity may be “an ideological effect of the produc-
tion and consumption of the popular culture.”29 With specific reference
to the discursive construction of such an identity, Chua delineates
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five aspects of the ways in which popular culture products may work
in concert (to allow for this common identity). First is the represen-
tation, in many of the border-crossing popular culture texts, of East
(and parts of Southeast) Asia as emphatically modern and urban.30

This foregrounding of the urban, according to Chua, facilitates cultural
border-crossings in East Asian popular culture; as he notes, “in contrast
to the idea of ‘tradition’ that specifies ‘uniqueness’ and ‘boundedness’
of a culture, the urban increasingly lacks specificity, it is ‘anywhere,’
‘anyplace’ and ‘anyone,’ the urban thus passes through cultural bound-
aries through its insistence on ‘sameness.’ ”31 This border-crossing urban
anywhere/everywhere-ness is best embodied, for instance, in public
spaces—financial districts, shopping malls, hotels, upmarket cafes and
restaurants, airports, and so on.

Following on from this is an emphasis in many of the popular culture
texts on young, professional singles, living and working in the city, with
the (parental or extended) family occupying only a background pres-
ence. The family, in Chua’s words, “appears to alternate between an
obstacle to and a refuge from romance and the city.”32 This intercon-
nection between the city and romance as a key aspect of an East Asian
popular culture is also highlighted in Leung’s work on the consumption
of Japanese TV drama by female viewers in Hong Kong. She notes that

Trendiness and possibilities of romance join forces as a formidable
team in the aestheticization of the urban. Time and space are
highly organized around traffic lights, zebra crossings, narrowness
of pavements—signs of the “metropolitan experience”. . . . Besides
organizing human activities, they also help organize human relation-
ships. The Japanese dramas are explicit in conveying the possibility
of romances in the city: despite the hurried pace of life, you will
be bound to meet your Mr Right or Miss Right among the crowd
through a chance encounter, on the zebra crossing, at the traf-
fic lights . . . romance is deemed “trendy” in terms of modern day
relationship [sic]: haphazard, fleeting, transitory, but always in the
eternal present.33

Importantly, it is a Japanese city, specifically contemporary Tokyo, that
often becomes the regional signifier for this fantasy of urban romance.

The third aspect highlighted in Chua’s discussion is an emphasis on a
universal “middle-classedness” of lifestyle, despite a reality of relativities
of income across the region. This emphasis on the common denomina-
tor of lifestyle (as opposed to, say, income) makes border-crossing popu-
lar culture texts such as Korean or Japanese TV dramas more personally
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identifiable regionally. The bodies (on screen, in magazines, in manga)
are interchangeable stylish, young, professional, urban East/Southeast
Asian bodies; this allows for individual consumers to “interpellate them-
selves into the screen [or respective textual context] by temporarily or
permanently suppressing their national/ethnic identities.”34

Fourth, in the context of Chua’s framework, the influence of Japanese
popular culture in the expressions of a common East Asian popular
culture is evident in the cultivation of the genre of stylishly pack-
aged “beautiful youth” (bishōnen in Japanese; kkonminam in Korean).
Male icons of this popular culture, be they in Taiwan, Singapore,
South Korea, or even places such as Thailand, increasingly conform
to a standardized packaged ideal of male beauty, best epitomized in
the vaguely androgynous/feminized (but nevertheless outwardly hetero-
sexual) bishōnen look long associated with the Johnny’s-kei male idols
in Japan,35 but now diffused throughout the region, as a soft mas-
culinity that transcends national boundaries and markers (mukokuseki,
in Japanese, mu-kuk-jok, in Korean).36 Boy bands such as Arashi and
KAT-TUN from Japan, or TVXQ/DBSK/Tōhōshinki and F.T. Island from
Korea, are perhaps some of the best known recent exemplars of this
look. These male icons of East Asian popular culture, in Chua’s words,
“are boyish, have brown-tinted, full, fluffed-up long hair and are
earnest, if not innocent—a mode of ‘beautiful masculinity.’ ”37 The
females, on the other hand, are “beautiful, of course, self-confident with
very non-revealing clothing . . . showing very little explicit sexuality.”38

Significantly, the packaging of this youth beauty and style is so similar
as to be interchangeable across locations, thereby opening up “visual
and discursive room for the insertion and projection of an idea of
‘Asian-ness’ with nationalities suppressed.”39

The fifth, and arguably particularly significant, aspect of the discursive
construction of an East Asian popular culture-mediated identity, is the
reality that rather than underlying cultural similarities (such as a shared
Confucian heritage) being a determining influence, the crafting of such
an identity is more a product of very deliberate and conscious inter-
ventions by commercial (and increasingly, official) organizations and
bodies. These have a stake in ensuring the commercial success and
viability of cultural products, and in the case of official governmen-
tal players, as a tool of foreign policy—for instance, the proactive role
the Japanese government has been taking in recent years to promote
Japanese popular culture as a tool of “soft power” foreign policy, or
the South Korean government’s encouragement and shaping of popu-
lar cultural industries as an element of economic policy in the wake of
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the 1997 Asian financial crisis.40 To this end, industry (and government)
players may adopt a variety of strategies that translate into a reinforc-
ing of a common/shared East Asian popular culture. These strategies
include co-financing and production, as well as the deliberate packag-
ing of anywhere-ness/everywhere-ness and the mixing of artistes and
texts from different locations. At the most extreme, Chua observes, “a
film may even be divided into ‘filmlets,’ each coming from a different
location, with its own directors and artistes.”41

The film About Love

It is in the context of the above discussion that I analyze the film About
Love, jointly produced by film studios in Japan, Taiwan, and China, and
released commercially in 2005. At one level, there is nothing particu-
larly impressive about the film—a product of mainstream film industry,
of fairly mediocre quality, tapping into a (presumably) female audience
market. However, what makes the text significant for my purposes here
is that all the various issues discussed above—the embodied practices
of urban modernity, the commodified consumption of nostalgia, the
fissures and disjunctures that emerge as part of late modern border-
crossings, for instance—are played out and brought to the surface in
the film.

In line with Chua’s description of collaborative efforts referred to
above, the film consists of three interlinked filmlets, set (in order of
sequence) in the three locations of Tokyo, Taipei, and Shanghai (and
each bearing the title of the respective city). Each is directed by a
film-maker from one of the locations—Shimoyama Ten (Tokyo), Yee
Chih-yen (Taipei), Zhang Yibai (Shanghai). The cast is drawn from the
various locations, and includes some reasonably well-known actors:
Ito Misako, Tsukamoto Takashi, Kase Ryō, Chen Bo-Lin, Mavis Fan.
At the same time, the cast—in terms of visuals and packaging—fits
well with Chua’s description of the inter-transferability of looks and
characters as a feature of border-crossing collaborative texts. Indeed,
as we will see, while each one of the filmlets has a stand-alone narra-
tive autonomy, some of the characters weave through, and connect, the
filmlets. Another underlying current—as suggested by the title—is the
supposedly universal (and border-crossing) search for, and unexpected
encounters with, love/romance (in urban modernity).

The first filmlet, “Tokyo,” revolves around the relationship between
Yao (Chen Bo-Lin), a young Taiwanese in Tokyo to study to become an
animation artist, and Michiko, an artist trying to get over a break-up
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with her boyfriend, currently in Taiwan. Yao first encounters Michiko
at the location which arguably has become one of the most iconic
in terms of symbolizing Japan’s (and indeed East Asia’s) urban hyper-
modernity—the large, busy crosswalk in Shibuya, one of the premier
hubs of Japanese youth and street-culture.42 Tokyo, as visually packaged
in the film, and through references made by the characters, quite clearly
comes across as an undeniable node of global hyper-modernity. One of
the first scenes, for instance, has Yao explaining his reasons for coming
to Tokyo—just as anyone aspiring to be a top soccer player would go
to Italy, anyone wishing to be an expert in animation and computer
graphics had really no option but to study in Tokyo.

Yao starts doing black-and-white sketches of Michiko and secretly
pinning them to the glass door of her studio. However, they never
actually meet one another face to face. Until the final scene of the
filmlet, their encounters seem to encapsulate Leung’s characterization
of urban—“haphazard, fleeting, transitory, . . . always in the present.”43

Indeed, there is no conversation, no actual meeting between the two.
Their encounters seem reminiscent of the proverbial “ships passing in
the night” right through until the end, when after almost missing each
other, they do finally connect, significantly at the same Shibuya cross-
ing where they first encountered each other. Their encounter closes the
Tokyo episode, with the two communicating verbally for the first time
through the mutual greetings of “hajimemashite” (Japanese) and “ni hao”
(Chinese).

Language working against, as well as facilitating, border-crossings is a
theme that runs through all three of the filmlets.44 In the Tokyo episode,
a parallel narrative revolves around the relationship between Yao, a
Japanese classmate of his, Yuka, who, it becomes obvious through the
film, has an (unreciprocated) attraction toward Yao, and Min, a young
woman from Shanghai in Tokyo to study to be a beautician. Yuka first
introduces Yao and Min to each other when she gets them to pose
as models for a photo-shoot she wants to do on the theme of “de-ai”
([chance] encounter). This de-ai becomes a bridge not just for (the open-
ended) possibilities of border-crossings between Japan and Taiwan, and
Japan and China, but also between the latter and Taiwan. Yao reflects
that the de-ai is “always about two people who cannot meet... A girl
from Shanghai and me from Taipei are sharing the sunny skies of Tokyo.
Between us there is this feeling . . . One day, we will meet. That picture
spreads the warm future all around me like a fine spring day.”

Notwithstanding the clichéd sentimentality of Yao’s reflection, there
is something significant to consider here. As Chua’s analysis suggests,
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the discursive construction of an East Asian popular culture-derived
common identity is a conscious project. Coexisting side-by-side with
the crafting of commonality is the potential for that commonality to
unravel as a consequence of ever-present fissures and fault-lines com-
ing to the surface. Significantly, About Love was made at a point when
relations between Japan and its neighbors (particularly the two Koreas
and China) were at an especially low point, as a result of territorial
disputes and friction over revisionist moves in Japan in relation to its
pre-World War II and wartime history.45 Similarly, the film also coin-
cided with a period when relations between China and Taiwan too were
strained, partly as a consequence of the visibility of pro-independence
sentiments in Taiwan, with a government sympathetic to secession from
the mainland having recently come into office. Given this, Tokyo, in
this film, seems to become a sort of neutral third space of pan-East Asian
urban modernity in, and through, which China, Taiwan, and Japan can
articulate, and perhaps to some degree resolve, their mutual anxieties.46

The second filmlet, “Taipei,” explores the theme of language in
border-crossing encounters further. The plot revolves around the rela-
tionship between Ah Si (Mavis Fan) a young Taipei woman who, like
Michiko in Tokyo, has just come out of a break-up with her boyfriend,
and Tetsu/Tecchan (Kase Ryō), a young Japanese man studying in Taipei.
Tetsu, it emerges through the course of the narrative, is the lover who,
through a short four-second phone communication, had broken off a
three-year relationship with Michiko in Tokyo in the first filmlet. Tetsu,
it seems, had met Ah Si at a bar and had passed on his contact details
to her; while not directly cited, the implication seems to be that his
meeting Ah Si led to his decision to break off his relationship with
Michiko. The film opens with a scene of Ah Si, unable to sleep (due
to the anguish of her break-up), trying to assemble a bookcase in the
middle of the night. Unable to move it by herself, she calls Tetsu, who
had given her his number when they met at a bar. Tetsu arrives with a
bottle of wine, clearly with quite different expectations than moving a
bookcase. As they try to communicate with each other, Tetsu’s lack of
fluency in Chinese (and, of course, Ah Si’s non-existent Japanese) leads
to hilarious communication faux pas, as well as attempts to use lan-
guage as a bridge. At the point when it looks like they are on the verge
of sexual intimacy, Ah Si pulls back and apologizes for “using” his body
as a substitute for her former boyfriend. Tetsu, in turn, says he under-
stands, and confesses to having done the same thing (significantly their
communication at this point is through writing kanji, Chinese charac-
ters common to both languages, on a blackboard). Ah Si asks Tetsu to
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go with her to see her former boyfriend the next morning. Ah Si’s for-
mer boyfriend, it turns out, runs a surf shop in what appears to be a
semi-rural coastal region. She tries to get Tetsu to arrange a meeting for
her with her former lover, something that leads to nothing, apart from
other scenes of sometimes hilarious, occasionally poignant, language
mis/communication. The two return to Taipei on Tetsu’s motorbike.
As they enter a long, featureless tunnel which offers respite from the
rain, Ah Si silently appreciates the comfort Tetsu is giving her. The final
scene of the filmlet has Tetsu, studying in his apartment on a dismal
rainy morning, calling up his former girlfriend in Tokyo, Michiko, and
ending with an articulation of gratitude (“arigatō”).

In contrast to the packaging of Tokyo in the first filmlet, Taipei is
represented quite differently. There are no scenes of Taipei’s urban-
scape, for instance. The inside of Ah Si’s apartment, and the long
characterless tunnel connecting Taipei and the coastal location Tetsu
and Ah Si travel to, are the only visual images of Taipei. Rather, the
visuals focus on the semi-rural coastal location. On the one hand,
this may mark the kind of hierarchy of urban modernity referred to
earlier, whereby Japan/Tokyo becomes the embodiment of the urban
hyper-modern contemporary “now,” and Asia (and specifically Taipei) is
constructed/consumed through a nostalgic harking back to what has
been lost—what Iwabuchi refers to as Japan’s “capitalist nostalgia.”47

However, in the context of the ways Taipei is portrayed in About Love, it
should be noted that the semi-rural coastal community depicted is quite
markedly not a traditional fishing village (with, for instance, rows of
drying fish strung up on racks). Rather, the rural-ness conveyed is along
the lines of a very sanitized, commodified nostalgia, a sort of utopia
away from the city. For instance, the shots in the background while Ah
Si and Tetsu wait for her former boyfriend to appear are of appealingly
rundown (as opposed to shabby or slum-like) beach shacks. There are
shots of an appropriately “retro-trendy” red Volkswagen Beetle parked
by the side of one of these, and the individuals encountered (includ-
ing Ah Si’s boyfriend) are young surfers, in some respects the ultimate
embodiment of late modern cool, not rural fisher folk. Indeed, like the
hyper-modern cityscapes, this hyper-modern rural chic could also be
anywhere and everywhere in modern Asia—if anything it is reminiscent
of a scene from a novel by Murakami Haruki, the globally (and, espe-
cially, regionally) popular Japanese novelist whose writing perhaps best
embodies the flavors of late-capitalist “hyper cool.”48

The final filmlet, “Shanghai,” best captures the contrast between the
consumption of a nostalgic past and the present reality of a shared
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urban temporality. In this film, Shūhei (Tsukamoto Takashi), last seen
in the “Tokyo” story bidding farewell to students to whom he teaches
Japanese (including Yao from Taiwan) before returning to Shanghai to
continue his Chinese language study, arrives at a small suburban general
store in Shanghai run by a middle-aged Chinese woman. This woman
lives upstairs from the shop with her high-school aged daughter, Yun,
and Shūhei rents a room from them. During his stay in Shanghai, Shūhei
is befriended by the owner of an upmarket Spanish café-bar, who had
lived in Japan (and hence speaks Japanese) and for whom Shūhei starts
to work on a casual basis.

The film focuses on the relationship between Shūhei, the girlfriend
he had left behind in Japan, who subsequently breaks off their rela-
tionship and moves to Barcelona, and the young Shanghai schoolgirl,
Yun. Yun develops an unarticulated crush on Shūhei, who appears to
hover between recognition and non-recognition of her feelings for him.
Yun’s crush on Shūhei is expressed through her own fascination with
both Japanese/Japan and Spanish/Spain (and, specifically, Barcelona).
As Shūhei, having finished his stay in Shanghai, is about to leave, Yun
bids farewell using a Spanish phrase. In response to Shūhei’s question
about the meaning, she claims that it is Spanish for “goodbye.” Conse-
quently Shūhei too keeps repeating the phrase, as his taxi pulls away
from Yun. It is only a year later when Shūhei revisits Shanghai that
he discovers, quite by accident (and once again, through humorous
language mis/communication) that the expression Yun had used was
actually the Spanish for “I love you” (“te quiero”), thus giving shape to
what had previously been the indistinct, nuanced currents of romance
between the two. Shūhei returns to the shop-house he had lived in with
Yun and her mother, only to find that it has been demolished to make
way for new urban development; the final scene of the filmlet is per-
haps the most evocative of the transition from an earlier era of urban
modernity, symbolized in the film (and more generally) through the
commodified nostalgia of the alleyway with the red-brick shop-house,
to the new urban hyper-modernity in Asia which Shanghai is increas-
ingly starting to epitomize, conveyed through the high-rise buildings
visible in the distance, through the cleared lots previously occupied by
streets of shop-houses. Specifically, the use of symbols of both an older
urban modernity and contemporary late-capitalist East/Southeast Asian
modernity brings to mind Ackbar Abbas’ analysis of the incorporation of
commodified nostalgia of the past into contemporary Shanghai’s project
of building urban hyper-modernity, what he labels the “anticipation of
reappearance.”49 If Tokyo stands for an urban hyper-modernity that, in
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the context of Japan’s prolonged economic unraveling, may well be on
the way out, at least insofar as the way in which it has been imag-
ined over the past three decades, Shanghai is suggestive of the Asian
urban hyper-modernity that is about to unfold over coming decades—as
underscored by its hosting of the 2010 World Expo.

Conclusion

At one level, About Love can be read as little more than a stylistically
beautiful piece of film, which fails to go beyond a fairly superficial
level. However, the reason for engaging with the film in this chapter
lies in the ways that it allows one to reflect on the contours of a
collective identity across East (possibly Southeast) Asia. This border-
crossing identity is premised not on any notion of ethnic or religious
similarity, but more on a very disjointed sense of a common urban
modernity at the core of which are interweaving discourses of youth,
consumption, and middle-class lifestyle. Moreover, integral to the suc-
cess of border-crossing texts, such as About Love (or, for that matter,
the early-2000s Korean-Japanese television drama Friends, or the 2008
Taiwanese hit movie, Cape Number 7, referred to previously), is the
embedding of slickly packaged discourses of commodified nostalgia and
(cross-cultural) romance, which facilitate the transcending of economic,
political, cultural, linguistic, and ideological differences between states
and societies in the region. In this regard, About Love (as well as other
texts in the same genre) sits well within Chua Beng Huat’s analysis of
the construction of an identity framed through an increasingly common
East Asian popular culture. Indeed, it could be argued that not only does
the film embody the five aspects of the ideological effect of this East
Asian popular culture, it can also be read as a deliberate intervention
toward actively reinforcing this ideology of an identity crafted through
an urban modernity channeled and articulated through popular culture.

However, at the same time we need to remain aware of the limits of
this discourse of a popular culture-mediated regional identity. Notwith-
standing the apparent success, at one level, of texts such as Cape
Number 7 or About Love in transcending differences between countries,
at another level these differences, whether they are based on memo-
ries of Japan’s colonial legacy, or the ideological differences between
China and Taiwan, or even gendered differences in the reception of such
texts among consumers, remain considerations that cannot be over-
looked. Indeed, as demonstrated through the blacklisting in China of
the popular Taiwanese singer A-mei (Chang Huei-mei) because of her
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public support for Taiwan’s pro-separatist President Chen Shui Bin in
2000, or the masculine resentment among some sectors of the popu-
lation in Japan, Taiwan, and China at the popularity of the “Korean
Wave” among female consumers in those societies, popular culture may
equally be a space for these differences to come to the surface.50 As Eva
Tsai, in her discussion of popular culture icons such as A-mei caught
up in the cross-currents of political and ideological differences, reminds
us, “popular culture does not resolve political issues by being politics’
naïve ‘other.’ ” Rather, as she highlights in relation to border-crossing
popular culture texts that appear to transcend regional differences, such
texts may “become resources in popular culture narratives for grasping
divergent experiences, but they are not, in themselves, sufficient spaces
for reconciliation.”51 Perhaps it is with this in mind that we need to
return to Yomota’s comment about the ways in which popular culture-
inflected imaginings of urban modernity in East Asia contribute, at one
level, to a sense of border-crossing familiarity.
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